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Editorials

Public Assistance
Through their bishops, Catholics have been instrumental in pushing state leaders to the realization
that the public assistance cash grant must be increased.
The State Catholic Conference, the public voice of
the state's bishops, as pan of the State Coalition for
Fair Public Assistance, has worked-effectively to bring
to the public mind and to remind state lawmakers that
the public assistance has not been raised since 1974
despite startling inflationary increases.
Our own 'diocese, following the leadership of Bishop
Matthew H. Clark, has been a forerunner in this work
to help the poor.
The- effort has been widespread and since its inception, both political parties have come up with plans
to raise iJjie_public assistance level.
Gov. Hugh Carey, a Democrat, has proposed two
increases of 10 percent, the first in July 1981 and the
second in July 1982.
Sen. Warren Anderson, a Republican, has proposed ^
a 15 percent increase.
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Carey proposes that the increase should be funded
50 percent by the federal government, 25 percent
locally and 25 percent by the state. Two difficulties
seem obvious — the new national administration does
not seem to cherish such federal subsidization for trie
poor, and on the other extreme, localities also do not
want to foot the bill.
Carey reportedly is willing to free localities of
Medicaid funding in exchange.
The Anderson proposal, while for a smaller increase
in the long run, is less encumbered; he suggests that the
state would absorb the 15 percent increase itself:
This diocese has been conducting public hearings to
get a fix on where people stand. Bishop Clark will pass
on his findings to area state legislators at an Albany
meeting.
While things look brighter for more realistic aid to
the needy, State Comptroller Ned Reagan has dropped
a fly in the ointment. Assuming a tight-fisted mien in
face of the obvious need of impoverished families, he
says New York State should wait until the Sun Belt
states do something first.
This view is not worthy of this great state which has
always recognized its responsibility to its poor citizens.
Ridiculous it would be for New York to follow the
lead, if any were ever forthcoming, of other states
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Unfortunately, the Church has4#j|ften been put in
a seemingly negative position regai|ipg many modern
issues — we are anti-abortion; iRti-artificial birth
control, anti-casino gambling. But|v/fi§n it comes to
helping the poor, a distinctly Criri|tijjp endeavor, the
Church can put its best foot forwar
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And Catholics and other concenife Religious groups
in every part of the state have
doing just that.
The results look hopeful.
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